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Optogenetics

Optogenetics refers to "optical stimulation plus genetic engineering," which
combines optical and genetic engineering to manipulate cells and their
information processes. Optogenetics has been widely used to study the
structure, activity, function, and cell physiology of non-nervous neural circuits.
This technology can be applied to the treatment of various neurological
disorders, such as epilepsy, Parkinson's disease, chronic pain, depression
disease, and addiction.

Principle
The main principle of optogenetics is to use gene manipulation technology to
transfer optical-sensing genes (such as ChR2, eBR, NaHR3.0, Arch, or OptoXR.)
into specific types of cells in the nervous system. Optical sensitive ion channels
will be selective for the passage of cations or anions under different
wavelengths of optical stimulation, such as Cl-, Na+, H+, and K+, which will
cause changes in the membrane potential on both sides of the cell membrane
to achieve selective excitement to the cell or the purpose of suppression.

Fig.1 Three primary components in the application of optogenetics.
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Advantages
Chemogenetics

Optogenetics

l High temporal and spatial resolution
l In minutes
Resolution

Experimental
Operations

Experimental
Duration
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l CNO acts on neurons
l Takes 2 hours to remove from
the membrane

l Simple operation, only
intraperitoneal injection or
feeding is enough
l No need for craniotomy to
embed fiber

l Continuous dosing is feasible
l Suitable for long-term neuronal
loop regulation research

l Sub-millisecond and millisecond level in
neuron regulation
l The spatial accuracy can reach the level
of single cell.
l The optic and the effects of optic
stimulation stop at the same time.

The operation is complicated, and it needs
to bury the fiber, operate the laser
controller and the catheter and other
accessories.

Due to mechanical limitations such as laser
heat generation, processing neurons for a
long time is almost impossible.
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Light-activated Proteins
Optic-sensitive proteins can be used to activate neurons, inhibit neurons,
and control G protein coupling signals in vivo. The typical optic-sensitive
channel protein used to activate neurons is ChR2 (channelrhodopsin). ChR2
is an ion channel protein, which will induce the opening of cation channels
after the excitation of blue optic (the maximum excitation peak is around
470nm wavelength), thereby promoting the depolarization of neurons,
inducing action potentials, and activating neurons. A typical optic-sensitive
protein that inhibits neuronal activity is NpHR (halorhodopsin), which will
induce the opening of chloride channels under the excitation of yellowgreen optic (the maximum excitation peak is near 590nm wavelength), and
the influx of chloride ions causes Hyperpolarization of neurons, thereby
inhibiting the generation of neuronal action potentials. In addition, there is
Arch (paleopurin) that is found in Salinasodium sphaeroides. Under the
excitation of yellow-green optic (the maximum excitation peak is around
566nm wavelength), this protein induces the outflow of protons, thereby
generating hyperpolarized signals.

Fig.2 Commonly used optogenetic actuators.
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Commonly used light-activated proteins
Function

Protein

Mechanism

Peak

Dynamics

ChR2

Cation channel

460 nm

10 ms

ChR2(H134R)

Cation channel

460 nm

18 ms

ChlEF

Cation channel

450 nm

10 ms

ChRGR

Cation channel

505 nm

4~8 ms

VChR1

Cation channel

545 nm

133 ms

C1V1

Cation channel

540 nm

156 ms

C1V1 ChETA(E162T)

Cation channel

530 nm

58 ms

soCoChR

Cation channel

480 nm

<1 ms

Chronos

Cation channel

480 nm

<1 ms

ReaChR

Cation channel

590-630 nm

2.4 ms

eNpHR3.0

Chloride channel

590 nm

4.2 ms

Arch/ArchT

Proton pump

566 nm

9 ms

Mac

Proton pump

470 nm

-

eBR

Proton pump

540 nm

19 ms

Jaws

Proton pump

635 nm

18 ms

stGtACR1/2

Ion channel

593 nm

FLInChR

Cation channel

-

<1 ms

ChR2-SFOs

Cation channel

470 nm/
590 nm

2s/42s/1.7min
/6.9min/29min

VChR1-SFOs

Cation channel

560 nm/
390 nm

32 s/5 min

Activation

Inhibition

Dual-direction
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Applications
The field of optogenetics has furthered the fundamental scientific
understanding of how specific cell types contribute to the function of
biological tissues such as neural circuits in vivo. Moreover, on the clinical
side, optogenetics-driven research has led to insights into Parkinson's
disease and other neurological and psychiatric disorders. Literatures on
optogenetics have also provided insights into neural codes relevant to
autism, Schizophrenia, drug abuse, anxiety, and depression.
l Optogenetics in neural circuits
Because neural circuits are made of a great diversity of cell types, it is
critical to be able to analyze how these different kinds of cells work
together. The optogenetic toolbox of fully genetically encoded molecules
enables the electrical activity of the targeted neurons to be controlled in a
temporally precise fashion by pulses of light.

Fig.3 Optogenetic targeting of neural circuits in the mouse brain.
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l Optogenetics in neurological disorders
Optogenetics is an invaluable tool in the field of neuroscience. It
induces gain or loss of function in neurons and behavior with precise
control for quick and specific outcomes. Since its introduction to
neuroscience application in 2005, this light-sensitive technology has
vastly improved our understanding of treatment mechanism, pathology
of neurological disease, neural circuitry, and physiological processes. It
has been used to advance our understanding of complex processes
such as learning, sleep, vision, addiction, and movement. Moreover, it
has been used to find new targets for therapy. Thus, optogenetics is a
powerful tool in basic neuroscience research.

Fig.4 Applications of optogenetics in some of neurological disorders.
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How to use optogenetics
for neurology research?

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4
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Find the right optic-sensitive protein
Optic-sensitive proteins can be divided into two types: activation type and
inhibitory type, which can cause neuron activation or inhibition. There is a
negative correlation between its optic sensitivity and kinetics. The
activation or inhibition ability is closely related to the precise control of
time. Therefore, finding a suitable optic-sensitive protein according to the
different characteristics of the optic-sensitive protein is the first step.

Introduce optic-sensitive protein genes into target cells
Transfection, virus injection, or transgenic animals are used to input
genes encoding optic-sensitive proteins into target cells. Among them,
virus injection, mainly the lentivirus and adeno-associated virus, is the
leading method of optogenetic research.

Control of optic signal
The optics can be guided into the study area by introducing optical fiber or
controlling the laser, and choosing different parameters (wavelength,
optic intensity, frequency, and duty cycle) for optic stimulation to achieve
time control of neuronal activity, and by selective irradiation cell local
methods to achieve spatial regulation of neuronal activity.

Collect the output signal and read the result
Generally, electrodes are used to record the voltage changes inside and
outside the cell membrane of neurons, and fluorescent biosensors can be
used to detect different cell values. Through methods such as
electrophysiological recording or behavioral testing, optic stimulation can
present changes in neurons, neural circuits or animal behaviors.
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Optogenetic Tools
Cat. No.

Promotor

Key Component

Fluorophore

Expression

NTA-2011-ZP193

Cag

FLEX-Arch

GFP

Cre induced expression

NTA-2011-ZP194

Cag

ChR2

GFP

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP195

Cag

hChR2(H134R)

tdTomato

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP196

Cag

FLEX-ArchT

tdTomato

Cre induced expression

NTA-2011-ZP197

Cag

FLEX-ArchT

GFP

Cre induced expression

NTA-2011-ZP198

Cag

ArchT

GFP

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP199

CaMKII

Jaws-KGC

GFP-ER2

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP200

CaMKII

Mac

GFP

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP201

CaMKII

eNpHR3.0

mCherry

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP202

CaMKIla

ChR2

mCherry

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP203

CaMKIla

DIO-C1V1 (t/t)

TS-EYFP

Cre induced expression

NTA-2011-ZP204

CaMKIla

DIO-C1V1 (t/t)

TS-mCherry

Cre induced expression

NTA-2011-ZP205

CaMKIla

eArchT3.0

EGFP

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP206

CaMKIla

eArchT3.0

EYFP

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP207

CaMKIla

eNpHR3.0

EYFP

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP208

CaMKIla

eNpHR3.0

Irfp

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP209

CaMKIla

hChR2(E123A)

EYFP

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP210

CaMKIla

hChR2(E123A)

mCherry

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP211

CaMKIla

hChR2(E123T/T159C)

mCherry

Normal expression

Continued
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Optogenetic Tools
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Cat. No.

Promotor

Key Component

Fluorophore

Expression

NTA-2011-ZP212

CaMKIla

hChR2(E123T/T159C)

EYFP

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP213

CaMKIla

hChR2(H134R)

EYFP

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP214

CaMKIla

hChR2(H134R)

mCherry

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP215

EF1a

DIO-C1V1 (t/t)

TS-EYFP

Cre induced expression

NTA-2011-ZP216

EF1a

DIO-C1V1 (t/t)

TS-mCherry

Cre induced expression

NTA-2011-ZP217

EF1a

DIO-ChETA

EYFP

Cre induced expression

NTA-2011-ZP218

EF1a

DIO-eNpHR 3.0

EYFP

Cre induced expression

NTA-2011-ZP219

EF1a

DIO-hChR2(E123A)

EYFP

Cre induced expression

NTA-2011-ZP220

EF1a

DIO-mCherry

mCherry-WPRE

Cre induced expression

NTA-2011-ZP221

EF1a

DO-hChR2(H134R)

mCherry-WPRE

Cre induced closure

NTA-2011-ZP222

EF1a

double floxed-eNpHR

EYFP-WPRE-pA

Cre induced expression

NTA-2011-ZP223

EF1a

double floxed-hChR2(H134R)

EYFP-WPRE-HGHpA

Cre induced expression

NTA-2011-ZP224

EF1a

double floxed-hChR2(H134R)

mCherry-WPRE-HGHpA

Cre induced expression

NTA-2011-ZP225

GFAP

hChR2(H134R)

EYFP

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP226

GFAP

hChR2(H134R)

mCherry

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP227

hSyn

hChR2(H134R)

mCherry

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP228

hSyn

hChR2(H134R)

EYFP

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP229

hSyn

ChR2

mCherry

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP230

hSyn

eArchT3.0

EGFP

Normal expression

NTA-2011-ZP231

Syn

ChrimsonR

GFP

Normal expression
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Chemogenetics

Chemogenetics combines chemical reactions with genetic engineering to
control the physiological activities of cells. The most widely used
molecules include G protein-coupled receptors (GPCR) and ligand-gated
ion channels, which are engineered so that they respond to specific small
molecules rather than their endogenous ligands. Because of its
controllable and reversible (compounds can be added or removed at any
time to start or interrupt specific reactions) features, it has been widely
used in the research of neural signal transduction.

Principle
Chemogenetics uses synthetically derived receptors and selective ligands
for transient activation or inactivation of targeted brain areas (Designer
Receptors Exclusively Activated by Designer Drugs, DREADDs). DREADD
receptors are engineered from G protein-coupled receptors which are
relatively insensitive to endogenous ligands, but can be activated by
clozapine-N-oxide (CNO), which in turn triggers the G protein signaling
cascade and leads to various physiological changes.

Fig.5 DREADDs are used to activate and inhibit groups of neurons.
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Advantages
Chemogenetics

Optogenetics

l High temporal and spatial resolution
l In minutes
Resolution

Experimental
Operations

l CNO acts on neurons
l Takes 2 hours to remove from
the membrane

l Simple operation, only
intraperitoneal injection or
feeding is enough
l No need for craniotomy to
embed fiber

l Continuous dosing is feasible
Experimental
Duration
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l Suitable for long-term
neuronal loop regulation
research

l Sub-millisecond and millisecond
level in neuron regulation
l The spatial accuracy can reach the
level of single cell.
l The optic and the effects of optic
stimulation stop at the same time.

The operation is complicated, and it
needs to bury the fiber, operate the
laser controller and the catheter and
other accessories.

Due to mechanical limitations such as
laser heat generation, processing
neurons for a long time is almost
impossible.
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Chemogenetic Receptors
There are many chemogenetic platforms based on GPCRs modification,
such as allele-specific activation of genetically encoded receptors,
receptors activated solely by synthetic ligands (RASSLs), genetically
engineered receptors, and designer receptors exclusively activated by
designer drugs (DREADDs). Among them, DREADDs have become the
most widely used chemical genetics technology. There are many
DREADDs activated by azizapine-N-oxide. They will selectively act on
different GPCR signaling cascades, including activation of Gq, Gi, Gs, Golf,
and β-arrestin. The most widely used DREADDs are Gq-DREADD and GiDREADD.

Fig.6 Evolutionary timeline of GPCR-based chemogenetic approaches listing the main
corresponding tools starting with allele-specific engineered β-adrenergic receptors,
RASSLs, and DREADDs.
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List of representative DREADDs.
DREADD

Description

Ligand

hM3D(Gq)

Increase Ca2+, Activation

CNO

hM4D(Gi)

Decrease cAMP β/γ-GIRK activation, Inhibitory

CNO

KORD

Decrease cAMP β/γ-GIRK activation, Inhibitory

SALB

To activate neuron activity, choose hM3Dq.
To inhibit neuron activity, choose hM4Di.

Fig.7 Mechanism of different variants of DREADDs (hM3Dq and hM4Di).
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Applications
Use of G-protein coupled receptors and chemogenetics are nowadays the
targets for many pharmaceutical companies to cure and alleviate disease
symptoms that involve all tissues of the body. More specifically,
DREADDs have been used to explore treatment options for various
neurodegenerative and psychological conditions such as Parkinson's
disease, depression, anxiety, and addiction. These conditions involve
processes that occur within and outside of the nervous system involving
neurotransmitters such as gamma-aminobutyric acid and glutamate.
Chemogenetics has therefore been used in pharmacology to adjust the
levels of such neurotransmitters in specific neuron while minimizing the
side effects of treatment. These receptors are delivered to the area of
interest via viral transduction to treat and relieve the symptoms of the
disease.

How to use chemogenetics
for neuroresearch?
1

Choose the right DREADDs receptor: hM3Dq is selected for activating
neurons and hM4Di for inhibiting neurons.

2

The genetic information is delivered to the target cells by injecting
virus into the body.

3

CNO administration and control neuronal activity by controlling the
administration time of CNO.

4

Receptor validity verification: use electrodes to record the voltage
changes inside and outside the neuron cell membrane to verify the
validity of the DREADDs receptor.

5
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Animal phenotype detection: confirm the effect of activating or
inhibiting neuronal activity on experimental animals through
experiments.
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Cat. No.

Product Name

Promoter

Cell Types

Fluorescent

Expression

NTA-2011-ZP51

pAAV-CaMKlla-DIO-hM4D(Gi)eGFP

CaMKlla

Glutamatergic
Neuron

EGFP

Inducible Cre
expression

NTA-2011-ZP52

pAAV-EF1a-DIO-hM3D(Gq)mCherry

EF1a

Broad spectrum

mCherry

Inducible Cre
expression

NTA-2011-ZP53

pAAV-EF1a-DIO-hM4D(Gi)mCherry

EF1a

Broad spectrum

mCherry

Normal
expression

NTA-2011-ZP54

pAAV-GFAP-hM3D(Gq)mcherry

GFAP

Astrocyte; Neural
Stem Cell

mCherry

Normal
expression

NTA-2011-ZP55

pAAV-GFAP-hM4D(Gi)mcherry

GFAP

Astrocyte; Neural
Stem Cell

mCherry

Normal
expression

NTA-2011-ZP56

pAAV-hSyn-DIO-hM3D(Gq)mCherry

hSyn

Neuron

mCherry

Inducible Cre
expression

NTA-2011-ZP57

pAAV-hSyn-DI0-hM3D(Gq)eGFP

hSyn

Neuron

EGFP

Inducible Cre
expression

NTA-2011-ZP58

pAAV-hSyn-DlO-hM4D(Gi)mCherry

hSyn

Neuron

mCherry

Inducible Cre
expression

NTA-2011-ZP59

pAAV-hSyn-DIO-hM4D(Gi)EGFP

hSyn

Neuron

EGFP

Inducible Cre
expression

NTA-2011-ZP60

pAAV-hSyn-HA-hM3D(Gq)IRES-mCitrine

hSyn

Neuron

mCitrine

Normal
expression

NTA-2011-ZP61

pAAV-hSyn-HA-hM4D(GI)IRES-mCtrine

hSyn

Neuron

mCitrine

Normal
expression

NTA-2011-ZP62

pAAV-hSyn-hM4D(Gi)mCherry

hSyn

Neuron

mCherry

Normal
expression
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Calcium Imaging

Calcium imaging refers to the use of calcium ion indicators to monitor the
concentration of calcium ions in cells, tissues, or culture media. This
technique is widely used to study calcium signaling in neuronal activity in
vivo and in vitro.
As an intracellular signal, calcium ions can trigger responses, such as
altering gene expression and the release of neurotransmitters in synaptic
vesicles. Because there are ion pumps in cells that selectively transport
these ions under various signal stimuli, the intracellular calcium
concentration is highly dynamic. Calcium imaging technology take
advantage of calcium ion flow and special fluorescent dyes or protein
fluorescent probes (calcium indicators) to directly visualize calcium
signals on living nerve cells and to achieve the purpose of monitoring
neuronal activity.

Principle
At present, two categories of the calcium ion indicators are often used,
chemical fluorescent indicators and fluorescent protein indicators.
Fluorescent protein calcium indicators, also known as genetically encoded
calcium indicators (GECIs), can be divided into two types. For FRET-based
GECI, when calcium ions are not present in the environment, ECFP
produces blue fluorescence at an excitation wavelength of 440 nm, while
Venus does not produce fluorescence; when calcium ions are present,
they bind to calmodulin (CaM). ECFP resonantly transfers to Venus at an
excitation wavelength of 440nm, and finally produces yellow
fluorescence. For Single-fluorophore GECI, in the presence of calcium, the
calmodulin-M13 interaction causes a conformational change in the
fluorophore environment, resulting in an increase in fluorescence
emission.
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Fig.8 Principle of FRET-based GECI and single fluorescent protein GECI.

Calcium Indicators
The calcium ion indicator is the key to calcium imaging. Currently,
commonly used calcium ion indicators can be divided into two
categories, which are chemical fluorescent calcium ion indicators
and genetically encoded calcium ion indicators (GECIs).
l Chemical Indicators
Chemical indicators are small molecules that can chelate calcium
ions. All these molecules are based on an EGTA homologue called
BAPTA, with high selectivity for calcium (Ca2+) ions versus
magnesium (Mg2+) ions. The commonly used chemical indicators
are Oregon Green-1, Fura-2, Indo-1, Fluo-3, and Fluo-4.
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l Genetically encoded calcium indicators (GECIs)
GECI is a fluorescent protein derived from green fluorescent protein (GFP)
or a variant fused with calmodulin (CaM) and M13. These proteins can be
easily transfected into cells and can be measured non-invasively in vivo,
so this technique is widely used for imaging neural activity, T cells, etc.
The following table lists commonly used GECIs.
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Variant

Description

GCaMP6S

Ultrasensitive GCaMP variant; slow kinetics

GCaMP6m

Ultrasensitive GCaMP variant; medium kinetics

GCaMP6f

Ultrasensitive GCaMP variant; fast kinetics

GCaMPARI

Efficient and irreversible green-to-red conversion upon elevated calcium
concentration and simultaneous illumination
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Applications
Calcium imaging is mainly used in the study of the nervous system to
evaluate the changes of calcium ions in the intricate nervous system,
including the following aspects:

1

2

3

4
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In vitro study of presynaptic and postsynaptic functions. Combining
calcium ion imaging and two-photon microscopy, calcium ion signal is
limited to the dendritic spines (postsynaptic sites for excitatory
transmission between neurons).
Study the activities of dendrites and dendritic spines of neurons in vivo. By
recording calcium ion signals of single dendrites and dendritic spines
through calcium ion imaging, it is possible to accurately identify parts of
the neuron that are involved in the neuron response.
In vivo study of neuronal circuits in different animal models. At present,
calcium imaging can record the action potential of a single cell in rodents,
fruit flies, nematodes, zebrafish, and even primates.
Study the neuronal activity of behavioral animals. The development of
calcium imaging makes it possible to record the neuronal responses of
animals at rest or in motion.
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How to use calcium imaging for
neuroresearch?

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Choose the appropriate calcium ion indicator
Calcium ion indicators are divided into chemiluminescent indicators and
GECI indicators. Among them, GECI indicators, GCaMP6f and GCaMP6s,
are widely used in in vivo calcium imaging research.

Transport the calcium ion indicator to the target
The chemiluminescent indicator is usually pierced by an electrode or enter
the target site by means of acetoxymethyl and dextrose, while the GECI
indicator is introduced to the target site mainly by viral infection.

Collect signals and record the results
Calcium imaging technology is usually used in conjunction with
microscopy to record changes in calcium ions.

Fig.10 In Vivo Calcium Imaging
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Calcium Imaging Tools
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Cat. No.

Product Name

Promoter

Cell Types

Fluorescent

Expression

NTA-2011-ZP63

pAAV-CAG-Flex-GCaMP6(S)

Cag

Glutamatergic
Neuron

NTA-2011-ZP64

pAAV-CaMKlla-GCaMP6fP2A-nls-dTomato

CaMKlla

Glutamatergic
Neuron

NTA-2011-ZP65

pAAV-CaMKlla-GCaMP6f

CaMKlla

Glutamatergic
Neuron

Normal
expression

NTA-2011-ZP66

pAAV-CaMKlla-GCaMP6s

CaMklla

Glutamatergic
Neuron

Normal
expression

NTA-2011-ZP67

pAAV-CaMilla-GCaMP6sP2A-nls-dTomato

CaMKlla

Broad
spectrum

NTA-2011-ZP68

AAV-CMV-GCaMP6(F)

CMV

Broad
spectrum

NTA-2011-ZP69

pAAV-CMV bGlobinGCaMP6(S)- 3Flag

CMVbGlobin

Broad
spectrum

3Flag

Normal
expression

NTA-2011-ZP70

pAAV- EF1a-DI0-GCaMP6fP2A-nls-dTomato

EF1a

Broad
spectrum

dTomato

Inducible Cre
expression

NTA-2011-ZP71

pAAV-EF1a-DIO-GCaMP6sP2A-nls-dTomato

EF1a

Neuron

dTomato

Inducible Cre
expression

NTA-2011-ZP72

pAAV-hSyn-GCaMP6(F)

hSyn

Neuron

NTA-2011-ZP73

pAAV-hSyn1-mRuby2-GSGP2A-GCaMP6F-WPRE -PA

hSyn

Neuron

NTA-2011-ZP74

pAAV-hSyn-Flex- GCaMP6f

hSyn

Neuron

NTA-2011-ZP75

pAAV-hSyn1-GCaMP6f-P2Anls-dTomato

hSyn

Neuron

dTomato

Normal
expression

NTA-2011-ZP76

pAAV-hSyn1-GCaMP6sP2A-nls-dTomato

hSyn

Neuron

nlsdTomato

Normal
expression

NTA-2011-ZP77

pAAV-hSyn-GCaMP6s

hSyn

Neuron

NTA-2011-ZP78

pAAV-hSyn1-mRuby2-GSGP2A-GCaMP6s-WPRE -pA

hSyn

Neuron

NTA-2011-ZP79

pAAV-hSyn-Flex-GCaMP6s

hSyn

Neuron

Inducible Cre
expression
dTomato

dTomato

Normal
expression

Normal
expression
Normal
expression

Normal
expression
mRuby2

Normal
expression
Normal
expression

Normal
expression
mRuby2

Normal
expression
Normal
expression
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Contact Us
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